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PART ONE
MISSION AND OVERVIEW OF LIFEGUARDING SERVICES

Mission of Minnetonka Aquatics Lifeguard Services
The mission of the Minnetonka Lifeguard Services Program is to provide a professional
lifeguarding service to patrons at area beaches, with the highest standards of safety, excellent
preparation of lifeguard skills, and high quality customer service. Our core values that we
uphold are:
 Preparation & Skills
 Accountability & Professionalism
 Teamwork & Communication

Overview of Summer Lifeguard Services
Minnetonka Aquatics contracts with area municipalities to provide lifeguard services to the
following beaches:
Carver County

Minnewashta Beach
Waconia Beach

Chanhassen

Lake Ann Beach

Deephaven

Deephaven Main Beach
Robinson’s Bay Beach
Sandy Beach

Excelsior

Excelsior Beach

Shorewood /
Tonka Bay

Crescent Beach
Wekota Park Beach

Wayzata

Wayzata Beach

Minnetonka Aquatics Minnetonka Middle School West (MME pool)
Minnetonka Middle School East (MMW Pool)
Minnetonka Aquatics swimming lessons are offered at: MME & MMW Pools
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PART TWO
LIFEGUARD RESPONSIBILITIES AND GUIDELINES
Lifeguard Staff
Dedicated lifeguards who are highly motivated and trained in their lifeguard duties are the keystone to
a safe waterfront program. The professional lifeguard will know the expectations and guidelines of
the position and will perform the job duties to the highest standards of performance. It is imperative
that each lifeguard realizes that although major accidents rarely occur they do happen and the
lifeguard must be vigilant in order to be prepared for any potential emergency.
All Minnetonka lifeguards will be trained beyond the minimal standards typically required for
lifeguards. Opportunities will be provided for the lifeguard to gain and maintain a high level of
proficiency in all waterfront skills, which will enhance the lifeguard’s effectiveness. All lifeguards
must be well-trained in lifeguarding, rescue, and people skills.

Job Responsibilities of Lifeguards







Ensure the safety of all patrons at the beach or pool
Perform general lifeguard duties; administer first aid and perform rescue operations as
needed.
Greet visitors and provide information on beach and pool facilities.
Enforce beach policies, rules, and regulations.
Recognize and respond quickly and effectively to all emergency situations and administer
first aid as needed.
Attend and participate in all scheduled in-service trainings.

Expectations of Lifeguards
It is expected that each lifeguard will:
 Present a professional appearance and manner
 Be punctual and cover each scheduled shift
 Eagerly attend and actively participate in all in-service training sessions
 Comply with all policies and guidelines
 Maintain a high level of proficiency in lifeguarding, rescue, and customer service skills
 Maintain current certification in Lifeguard Training, CPR-Pro, and First Aid
 Understand the expectations and responsibilities as set forth in the Aquatic Staff Handbook
and demonstrate agreement of the material by signing the agreement form (Appendix F)
 Check email and the scheduling system on a daily basis for announcements from the
Lifeguard Services Coordinator, Lifeguard Supervisors, or Lifeguard Training Coordinator.
Lifeguards are responsible for any information or action announced via email on the online
scheduling system.
 Help keep guard rooms, beach boxes and beaches clean and safe.
 Be a team player- be willing to pick up shifts and help out other guards as needed.
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Lifeguard Safety Guidelines
1. Any pool or waterfront that has people in it, on its deck/dock, or is not locked and secured will be
actively guarded by at least one qualified Minnetonka Aquatics lifeguard or Aquatics coach.
2. Lifeguards should guard from their appointed stations whenever swimmers are in or near the water,
until scheduled for rotation or a safety break. Guards must be spread-out, in rescue ready position,
cannot congregate, or visit while on duty and actively scanning.
3. Lifeguards will never guard from a standard height chair or sitting at ground level. Guards should be
in guard chairs, standing on dock, at water’s edge, in a boat, or on a rescue board in the water.
4. Lifeguards will maintain a professional appearance by actively scan from an elevated chair/platform
or standing patrolling at the edge of the water. Lifeguards will always be alert, in a rescue ready
position, and actively scan the water/beach areas. Do not “lounge” while on duty.
5. Lifeguards will actively scan their entire area of responsibility every 10 seconds, even if swimmers are
only in a portion of the area. The scanning should produce constant awareness of presence and activity
on/below the water surface, on the water bottom, and on the beach/deck.
6. Lifeguards will not compromise their scanning activity by ancillary (assigned) duties or extraneous
(elected) activities. This includes use of any electronic devices, reading, sleeping, eating, and extended
conversations while on active duty.
7. Lifeguards will position themselves so they can reach any area of their responsibility within 10
seconds (10:10 rule); lifeguards should spread out to make sure all areas are covered and use a twoperson guard stand if no other option is available.
8. Lifeguards will position themselves so that their view of the water is not compromised by glare, or
other obstructions.
9. All staff is prohibited from possessing, using, abusing, or distributing tobacco, alcohol, or
controlled substances while on duty, while on school property, or at any district event. This includes
conversations about parties and events while on duty.
10. Lifeguards will be courteous with patrons, but avoid unnecessary visiting.
11. Lifeguards will know and enforce all city ordinances relating to the beach when possible. City/County
Ordinances are available in the Beach binder. Contact the police or an Aquatics Supervisor if needed
for assistance.
12. Lifeguards have the authority to temporarily suspend a patron’s swimming privileges if appropriate.
In extreme situations, patron(s) may be asked to leave the beach area.
13. Lifeguards will refer a patron to the appropriate Supervisor(s) if a problem develops that is beyond the
jurisdiction of a lifeguard.
14. Lifeguards must attend all in-service trainings schedules once a week.
15. Audits will be conducted by the Supervision team and/or Lead Lifeguard on a regular basis at all of
the pools and beaches managed by Minnetonka Aquatics.
16. During lifeguard change/rotations, lifeguards will maintain scanning of their area of responsibility.
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Job Responsibilities of Lead Guards
Lead Guards will assist the Lifeguard Services Coordinator and Lifeguard Supervisors in providing
continuous training and feedback to the lifeguards. They will lead by example and by continuous
positive interaction with the lifeguards. Although many of the duties they perform will be exactly
the same as the rest of the lifeguards, their duties will also include supervising, training, and
counseling/mentoring other lifeguards.
In addition to Lifeguard responsibilities and guidelines, Lead Guards are responsible for:
1. Open the beach and setting up equipment at beginning of service day, and/or clear swimming
area, stow equipment, and secure beach at end of service day (A designated 18+ staff member
may be responsible for this if the Lead Lifeguard is not available).
2. Ensure all equipment and lifeguards are ready for duty, including:
 Safety equipment is checked and ready for use (rescue tubes, First Aid kits, 2-way radios, cell
phone/beach phone, whistles, megaphones, umbrellas, boats, etc.)
 Lifeguards are in proper positions, in uniform, and ready to perform in a professional manner.
3. Monitor beach, swimming area, facilities, and equipment for safety and sanitary conditions.
Report any needed repairs, maintenance or cleaning, as well as any safety hazards, to the
Lifeguard Services Coordinator, Lifeguard Supervisors, or Facilities Maintenance Team.
4. With the direction of the Lifeguard Services Coordinator and Lifeguard Supervisors, provide
direction and supervision to lifeguards during scheduled shift.
5. Mentor lifeguards on the shift to help them become more professional in their duties
through spot checks and other mentoring tools.
6. Institute and oversee proper operations of safety breaks, guard rotation, and weather closings;
communicate effectively with lifeguards and other supervisors.
7. Review emergency skills as needed so you are comfortable with the response capability of the
lifeguards on your shift. It is your responsibility to ensure that your team of lifeguards can
respond appropriately to all incidents/emergencies that occur on the shift.
8. Oversee emergency situations and rescue operations, and carry out necessary communication and
follow up reports.
9. Complete and maintain records and reports, including:
 Daily communication (log sheets)
 Daily attendance reports – Report these online and turn in at Friday in-services
 Ensure incident reports are completed accurately and turned in to the Lifeguard Services
Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisors immediately after the incident
 Ensure that the beach binder is not missing any information for upcoming shifts
 Report issues or concerns for the day to Lifeguard Supervisors and/or Lifeguard Services
Coordinator (this includes problems with guard performance, tardiness, weather etc.)
 Assist with the collection of Time sheets, bring to Friday in-services
 Conduct Lifeguard Audit Reports and Evaluations - if asked to do so by Supervisors
10. Maintain a high level of professionalism.
11. Maintain a clean work space; try to have the staff do a basic cleaning of the guard room at least
once per week. If slow day have staff pick up beach area
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12. Attend all Lead Guard meetings these will be scheduled from 8:00 am to 9:00 am every Friday
prior to the in-service with the other staff. These meetings will be held at the in-service location
on that Friday.
13. Assist with communication during inclement weather- the lead is the link between Supervisors
and Lifeguards.
14. Be flexible. Be willing to adjust your schedule as necessary and help out other leads when
needed.

Uniforms and Equipment
Lifeguards must be in uniform at all times while on duty. Your uniform is a sign to the community
that you are a trained and qualified American Red Cross lifeguard working in a professional capacity.
If you are not on duty or are on a break while at the beach, please wear a ‘street’ t-shirt over your
uniform (flip your guard shirt inside out), and stay away from the guarded beach area.

Lifeguards – Required Uniform








Lifeguard issued blue swim trunks (men) or Lifeguard issued swimsuits- blue (women)
Lifeguard issued UV rashguard – must be worn at all times while Lifeguarding
Lifeguard issued visors with name tag- must be worn at all times while Lifeguarding
Lifeguard issued sweatshirt if needed
Whistle & lanyard – this is part of your uniform and you must wear it while guarding
Women may wear plain blue or red shorts over their guard suits (small logos are okay).
Long pants or shoes may not be worn while lifeguarding. (ONLY Flip-flop sandals allowed)

Lifeguards – Required Equipment





Rescue tube – over the shoulder in rescue ready position
Hip pack with resuscitation mask first aid supplies
Whistle & Water bottle
Parking Permit (if needed)

Schedule, Vacation & Substitutions
Schedule:
Lifeguard schedules are set at the beginning of the season. In developing the shift schedule, the
Lifeguard Services Coordinator and Lifeguard Supervisors consider lifeguard schedule requests along
with individual strengths and skills, experience, past performance, and the needs of the beaches and
pools.
 Minnetonka Aquatics uses: minnetonkaaquatics.shiftplanning.com for the lifeguard schedule.
All lifeguards are responsible for the schedule that is listed on this website (changes to the
schedule may be made throughout the season and will be updated on this website).


Login: ____________________ Password: ____________________
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It is the responsibility of every guard to be on duty for every scheduled shift and in-service.



Lifeguards should report for duty at least 5 minutes before their scheduled shift to ensure
that they are dressed and ready for duty on time. Lifeguards should report to the Lead
Guard for assignment and rotation schedule.



Lifeguards may not leave until their scheduled shift is over and the next duty guard is present
and ready to guard, unless released by the Lead Guard or Lifeguard Supervisor.



Lifeguards should check in with the Lead Guard or designated 18+ guard when completing
their shifts.

Vacation Requests:
Lifeguards are allowed to request up to a maximum of 7 days off in the 13 week beach season. If
you require more time off, it will be your responsibility to find a substitute for your scheduled shift.



If you need vacation, you need to officially request this off through Shiftplanning.com on
the Request tab prior to the schedule being set for the summer. Sending an email to the
Lifeguard Coordinator does not make the official request- Lifeguards need to make this
request so it is in the scheduling system.
Keep in mind the following guidelines when requesting vacation days:
 You can request up to a total of 7 days off throughout the summer
 Only 5 lifeguard are permitted on vacation per day, of these 5 a max of 2 Lead
Lifeguards may be off. (So submitting a request does not mean you have the day offit needs to be approved). (Hint submit only 1 day per request for this reason)
 June 30 – July 5 cannot be request off as vacation days.

Substitutions:
 If you must be absent for an assigned shift, it that lifeguard’s responsibility to secure a sub
to cover your shift.


The lifeguard must have absolute confirmation that the sub is committed to covering your
shift; leaving an email, a text, or a voice mail request is not sufficient.



Only current lifeguards and approved subs for Minnetonka Aquatics may be contacted. No
other subs are accepted. The Lifeguard contact list appears on
MinnetonkaAquatics.shiftplanning.com any updates to this list will be posted on this website.



Use the online scheduling system to post shifts you need covered and to also look for shifts
that need to be covered by other lifeguards. *Remember if you post a sub shift, you must be
willing to cover some sub shifts. Log into: minnetonkaaquatics.shiftplanning.com



The Lifeguard Services Coordinator and Supervisors will be checking the website daily for
changes that need to be made to the master schedule.



The lifeguard seeking the sub must confirm their shift is taken by checking with the
Scheduling System, or they are responsible for working the shift. Contact the Lifeguard
Service Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisors at least 24 hours before the shift if a shift has
not been filled. We will try our best to help you find a replacement, but cannot guarantee
finding a replacement.
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If a Lifeguard is sick, the lifeguard is still responsible for the shift until it is filled. The
Lifeguard Supervisor team will work with the lifeguard to help find a replacement. However,
the lifeguard may need to start the shift until a replacement can be found.



The Lifeguards (the lifeguard seeking the sub and the lifeguard who agrees to sub) are
responsible for deliver or delivery and retrieval of keys and any necessary equipment.

Performance Appraisal
To maintain the high standards of Minnetonka Aquatics Lifeguarding Services, lifeguards’
performance will be evaluated throughout the summer. Lifeguards should be familiar with the
expectations and standards of the position outlined in this handbook, as they will be evaluated on
these standards. The Lifeguard Services Coordinator and/or Supervisor(s) will discuss the evaluations
with the lifeguards to affirm strengths and plan ways to develop skills.
If a lifeguard’s performance is found to be unacceptable, he or she shall receive one written or
verbal warning. If performance does not improve to an acceptable standard, the lifeguard may be
terminated. See Appendix D for the Lifeguard Performance Appraisal form.

In-Service Trainings
Mandatory in-service trainings are scheduled every Friday morning from 9:00 to 11:00am
throughout the summer. This is a scheduled shift, and missing the training will be treated the same as
not showing up for a shift. Every other week the purpose of these trainings will be for skills review,
emergency training, procedure updates, and fitness training.


All staff members are expected to attend every staff meeting and to arrive on time (there will not
be any make up meetings for the staff meetings).



If you must be absent from a staff meeting, you must obtain prior approval from the Lifeguard
Training Coordinator and Lifeguard Services Coordinator (at least 48 hours before the
scheduled training.) Unexcused absence from an in-service may result in reduction of hours or
termination of position.



Participation in in-service trainings is paid time. There will be a staff sign-in and sign out sheet at
each in-service that will keep track of staff in attendance.



Participation in the following in-services will result in Waterfront Certification and renewal of
CPR-Pro certification. (However, staff members are responsible for covering any fees for process
these certifications if they want to be re-certified as a Waterfront Lifeguarding).



All staff members are responsible for maintaining their own certifications, and knowing their
expiration dates. If your Lifeguarding/First Aid/CPR/AED expires, you will be pulled from the
lifeguard roster and will not be able to work until your certification can be renewed.



Lead Guards are responsible for attending the Lead Guard meeting from 8:00 am to 9:00 am
every Friday prior to the in-service with the other staff. These meetings will be held at the inservice location on that Friday.
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Minnetonka Aquatics Lifeguard Training & In-service Schedule
Date
Pre-Season – see email
Fri. June 10, 2016
Fri June 17, 2016
Fri June 24, 2016
Fri July 1, 2016
Fri July 8, 2016
Fri July 15, 2016
Fri. July 22, 2016
Fri. July 29, 2016
Fri. Aug 5, 2015



Time

Location

Plan for

4:00 pm – 7:00 pm
TBD
In Water/ Classroom
NO IN-SERVICE due to Graduation Weekend
9:00 am – 11:00 am
Lake Ann Beach
In Water
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
MME/MMW (TBD)
CPR written & Skills
Bring your CPR mask
9:00 am – 11:00 am
Minnewashta Beach
In Water
9:00 am – 11:00 am
Excelsior Beach
In Water
9:00 am – 11:00 am
MME/Deephaven Main In Water
9:00 am – 11:00 am
Wayzata Beach
In Water
9:00 am – 11:00 am
Waconia Beach
In Water
9:00 am – 11:00 am
MME
In Water/ LG Written

Additional in-services may be scheduled. Sites may vary based on staff needs and weather
conditions. You are responsible for changes that are made.
All Beaches will be closed on Sat Aug 7, 2016.
Except Lake Ann Beach & Deephaven Main Beach which will close on Sunday Aug 14, 2016

Payroll
Lifeguards will be paid every two weeks. All staff must turn in completed time sheets by the deadline
in order to be paid. The hours submitted on a time sheet will be paid two weeks later.


All staff members are responsible for their own time sheets. The same timesheet is to be used

for all work shifts and locations for the two week period covered, from Friday to
Thursday. Drop off time sheets with the Lifeguard Services Coordinator at the Friday in-service
or at MMW Aquatics Office by 11:30am on payday Friday.
Timesheets are due (11:30am)

Dates that Pay Period
Covers

Date the hours will be paid out/ Pay
Check Date

Fri. June 10, 2016
Fri. June 24, 2016
Thurs. June 30, 2016
Fri. July 8, 2016
Fri. July 22, 2016
Fri Aug 5, 2016
Fri. Aug 19 (end of season)

Preseason – June 9,
June 10th – June 23rd
June 24th – June 30th
July 1st – July 7th
July 8th – July 21st
July 22nd – Aug 4th
Aug 4th – Aug 19th

Fri. June 24, 2016
Fri. July 8, 2016
Fri. July 22, 2016
Fri. July 22, 2016
Fri. Aug. 5, 2016
Fri. Aug 19, 2016
September 9, 2016
(final paycheck will not be issued until all
keys and equipment are turned in)
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PART THREE
BEACH AND POOL PROCEDURES
Beach Safety Rules to be enforced

















NO flotation devices, kickboards, floating swimsuits, unless U.S. Coast Guard approved and
parent is in the water providing the child with undivided attention. Flotation devices are
allowed at Minnewashta and Waconia beaches inside the designated floatation areas.
NO pushing, running, or rough play on the docks.
NO alcoholic beverages (unless Ordinances state otherwise)
NO glass containers.
NO swimmers may swim out of bounds or enter/ exit swimming area from under the buoy
line and ropes (patrons must enter or leave beach area from sandy part of the beach).
NO hanging on buoys or ropes.
NO throwing sand or rocks.
NO swimming under docks or rafts.
NO balls larger than 12 inches in diameter.
NO boogie boards or additional floatation boards/ rafts.
NO animals on the beach (with or without leashes).
NO patron/public use of designated guard phone for personal use.
NO patrons may use lifeguard equipment including the guard chairs or guard boat.
NO patron use of Lifeguard and life-saving equipment-unless asked to by a lifeguard
NO fishing from the docks.
NO boats using the beach docks for loading or unloading.

Diving Regulations


NO diving allowed (except at Deephaven Main Beach if water level is acceptable @ 10 feet deep)

Boat Regulations


Boats (including jet skis, kayaks, rowboats, canoes, wind surfers, and rubber boats/rafts) must
stay out of the beach area – this includes anchoring, water skiing, or attempting to bring a boat to
the dock or the beach inside the swimming area.

Parent/Guardian Policy


Children under the age of 10 are not allowed on the beach unless properly supervised by a
parent or caregiver who is 16 or older. It is the responsibility of the lifeguards to determine
when the above criteria have not been met.



Parents/guardians are not to use life jackets or other Coast Guard approved flotation devices as a
substitute for direct supervision. As a general rule, a parent/guardian should remain within
arm’s reach of the child while in the water.
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Pool Rules and Procedures
Pool Safety Rules for Open Swim or Lap Swim



















NO running, pushing, or rough play on pool deck.
NO more than one person on diving board at a time.
NO swimming in diving area.
NO diving in shallow water (less than 10 feet), or from starting blocks.
NO smoking anywhere on school property.
NO hanging on diving board or starting blocks.
NO flips and backwards approaches (back flips/jumps/dives) - forward facing only.
NO flotation devices unless a parent is in the pool giving the child undivided attention.(All
wearable flotation devices must be approved by the U.S. Coast Guard)
NO balls larger than 12 inches in diameter.
NO playing with swim team or physical education equipment.
NO patron use of Lifeguard and life-saving equipment-unless asked to by a lifeguard.
NO gum chewing in pool area.
NO food or drinks in pool area.
NO glass containers in pool area.
NO profanity or improper behavior.
NO pets in pool area.
NO Street shoes on pool deck.
Children under 6 years may use either locker room.

Showers




Patrons are required to take a shower before entering the pool.
Do not allow rough play in the showers.
Do not allow patrons to leave the showers on.

Equipment Use





At the discretion of the staff in charge, certain equipment may be used by the patrons, including
balls or anything specifically owned by Minnetonka Aquatics.
Do not loan out inner tubes, flippers, masks or goggles located in the equipment room
Patrons are allowed to bring their own goggles, masks, snorkel, flippers or balls.
Balls should be kept in the water while in use.

Staff Use of the Pools




Minnetonka Aquatics staff members are allowed and encouraged to swim for free during
supervised open swims or lap swims.
Minnetonka Aquatics staff are not allowed to access to the pools when they are closed unless
authorized by a supervisor.
Staff members are not allowed to swim alone.
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Safety Breaks
The purpose of a safety break is to provide a short break for the lifeguard(s) and a chance for
parents/guardians to regroup their children.

Wayzata, Deephaven Main, Excelsior, Lake Ann, Minnewashta, & Waconia


10 minute breaks are scheduled:
o On days where the Temp. is over 90 degrees (or at Lead Guard discretion) at: 1:00pm, 2:00
pm, 3:00pm, 4:00 pm, and 5:00pm, and 6:00 (safety breaks are mandatory at 1:00pm, 3:00
pm and 5:00 pm)
o

On days where the Temp. is under 90 degree (or at the Lead Guard discretion) at: 3:00 pm
and 5:00 pm or Lead Guards may choose to rotate lifeguards to take a 10 minute break

o

Remember: all breaks should not last longer than 10 minutes. Lifeguard shirts must be turned
inside out and guards may not be lounging on the beach.

o

Lead Guards may use their discretion in eliminating one of these safety breaks if the beach is
not crowded, or in adding an additional safety break during hot, sunny weather or excessively
crowded conditions.



On busy/crowded days, use safety breaks to relieve all lifeguards at once. If the beach is not busy you
will not need to use all the break times, just the mandatory ones. DON’T ABUSE BREAKS.



The Lead Guard will announce the safety break with one long blast on whistle to clear the water.
Then, announce via megaphone (if applicable) that a safety break is going into effect; all swimmers
must leave the water and may not re-enter the water until the lifeguards blow their whistles.



One guard must remain on beach at all times; guards will take turns in this position. The Lead Guard
will designate the rotation. Other guards may use the restroom, take a brief swim to cool down, eat
lunch or a snack, or sit in the shade. (Lifeguards should not leave the beach site during breaks, unless
one needs to use the restroom or go to the guard house). Please plan ahead to bring a lunch and water.



Guards should not congregate near the lifeguard chairs or any guard station while on break. Guards
should leave the guarded beach area (except the one guard near the water.)



Remember that you are representing Minnetonka Aquatics, the Minnetonka School district, and the
cities that own the beaches. Lifeguards should act appropriately, even during breaks. Smoking is
never permitted.



Guards should cover up their uniform while on break (or turn the guard shirt inside out). This is a
signal to patrons that you are not on duty.



When the break is over all guards should return to position. Once all guards are in position, the Lead
Guard will give one long whistle blast and announce that the safety break is over; swimmers may
return to the water.
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Safety Breaks (continued)
Crescent, Robinson’s Bay, Sandy, and Wekota


Safety breaks can be called at the lifeguard’s discretion and should be limited to 10 minutes.



The water must be cleared before you go on break.



The lifeguard may not leave the beach area, unless to use the restroom- in which case you must
inform the patrons you will return in a moment and no one is to swim during this time. Please
plan ahead to bring a lunch and water bottle.



Limit the number of breaks taken to THREE per day.



The guard should cover up their uniform while on break (or turn the guard shirt inside out). This
is a signal to patrons that you are not on duty.



The lifeguard should not be in or near the guard chair while on break.

Pool Open Swim or Lap Swim


Breaks are not normally needed during open swim. If a short break is needed, clear the water and
ask another staff member to assist on the deck during this time.

Scanning (Start here next time)
Physiological and psychological research has shown that after 15 minutes of performing a simple
task, a person's performance on that task gets worse. Scanning strategies help lifeguards stay alert by
requiring active physical and mental activity while performing the task of watching people in the
water.


Lifeguards must constantly and actively scan the water while guarding, and not fix their gaze on
one area.



Lifeguards should change their posture and visual scanning pattern every five minutes (Sit, Stand,
and Walk).



Guards should count the people in their zone each time they change their posture of scanning
strategy (every 5 minutes)



While scanning, guards should identify potential risks before they become safety hazards.



Guards are to sit up straight without feet crossed when in the lifeguard stand (rescue ready
position, be sure to gather extra line on rescue tube before entering water)



Guards should be friendly and pleasant with patrons but should refrain from carrying on
conversations, and should continue scanning during brief conversations.
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Lifeguard Placement and Rotation


No two guards should be next to each other at any given point unless a lifeguard is shadowing
another guard or no other option is available.
o (Ex: If there are 2 two guard chairs and three guards on duty, Guard 1 should be in the
first chair, Guard 2 in the second chair, and Guard 3 should be roaming).



Lifeguards must station themselves where the patrons are swimming
o (Ex: If no patrons are swim in your area, but swimming at the far end of the beach- the
guard must move to the area where the patrons are swimming, even if that means leaving
their lifeguard stand. This must happen unless; there is a safety concern by moving to that
area of the beach.)



Guard rotations should be done in a systematic manner.



The Lead Guard will designate the rotation schedule and initiate rotations.



Lifeguard positions should rotate approximately every 20 to 30 minutes.



Lifeguards must be diligent about guarding while rotating, and never take their eyes off the water.



Guards in the chairs should not leave the chair until they are relieved.



Rotation should begin with the roaming guard or the new guard arriving for the start of his/her
shift.



The order of rotation may change due to the requirements of the facility at a given time and is at
the discretion of the Lead Guard.

Beach Attendance
Guards will take beach patron attendance daily every hour (unless crowded conditions prohibit you
from doing this safely). This includes two separate counts: those who are in the water and those who
are on the beach. Lead Lifeguards should record the total attendance for the day when they close the
beach. Lead Guards should also record weather conditions, outside temperature, and any large groups
during each attendance count. Lead Guards will assist with the collection and processing of this
information.
*These numbers are very important for the cities. The cities get a copy of average numbers at the
end of the summer and may make adjustments to the following summer schedule based on results.

Lost and Found
Pool – put articles in the lost and found bin by the Aquatics Office. Valuable articles should be turned
into the building’s main office.
Beach – put articles in guard room/box, if possible. Valuable articles should be turned into the
Minnetonka Aquatics office at MMW as soon as possible.
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Beach Reports
At the Friday Lead Lifeguard meeting, Lead Guards will discuss with the Lifeguard Supervisor (s)
and/or the Lifeguard Services Coordinator regarding:
 Incidents that occurred during the week
 Any equipment or supplies that need to be replaced
 General lifeguard performance
 Hand in weekly attendance sheets that have already been entered into the Spreadsheet by the
Lead.

Guidelines for telephone, two-way radio, & radio use


Personal cell phones, personal calls, text messaging, and internet usage are NOT permitted
while on duty. If this is seen or reported to the Lifeguard Service Coordinator, Lifeguard
Supervisors, or Lead Lifeguard there will be consequences and repercussions depending on the
severity of the situation.



The beach phone is for emergencies, for communication with city officials, and the Lifeguard
Services Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisors.



The Lead Guard or designated 18+ guard may accept incoming phone calls from city or park
officials or Aquatics staff. Keep conversations brief. Identify the beach when answering the
phone (ex: “Hello, Lake Ann, this is Megan.”)



Two-way radios are reserved exclusively for emergency communication between lifeguards
and to professional communication: announce guard rotations, patron concerns or issues.

 Music is permitted if set at a low volume and tuned to an appropriate station. Radios should not
be located on the guard chair. Staff may change the station during safety breaks only. If the
radio becomes a distraction, it should be turned off or removed. ** iPhones /iPods/ MP3
players and headphones are not permitted unless connected via Bluetooth Speaker.
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Shift Changes and Beach Closings Due to Weather
Lifeguards’ assigned shifts may be shortened in the case of inclement weather. Conditions that may
warrant shift reductions:
 Raining or drizzling
 Cloudy, windy, 65 degrees or below
 Sunny, 60 degrees or below

Procedure for shift reductions


If the weather conditions are questionable before a beach opens, the Lead Guard on duty should
contact the Lifeguard Services Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisor(s) to determine if opening
should be delayed.



If the opening of the beach is delayed, the Lead Guard will then call all other guards scheduled
that day. If you do not get a phone call, or text message assume the beach will open and report to
work as scheduled.



If opening is delayed, the Lead Guard will contact the Lifeguard Services Coordinator or
Lifeguard Supervisors to make a decision at 10:30 (for a normal open), 11:30 (for a 12 noon
open) 1:30 (for a 2:00 open), and 4:30pm whether or not to open the beach, and then call
scheduled guards with a schedule update.



If weather conditions are still unfavorable at 5:00, the beach will not open for the day.



If a beach opens on time, but weather becomes questionable later in the day, the Lead Guard on
duty should contact the Lifeguard Service Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisors to determine if
some guards should be released and/or if the beach should close early.



Only the Lifeguard Services Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisors may authorize a delayed
opening, shift reductions, or early closing due to weather.



Lifeguards who are dismissed or have a delayed start because of weather conditions should
remain “on call” for the duration of their shift; if the weather improves, they may be called back
to duty.
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PART FOUR
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
General Emergency Procedures
Clearing the Water
Immediately clear the water in the event of:
 Fire
 Tornado
 Electrical storm
 Power failure
 Severe weather
 Emergencies (Clear the water when swimmers would be in the way of a rescue and/or all guards
are needed to attend to the emergency.)

Whistle Signals





One long blast:
Clear the water
One short blast:
To call the attention of a swimmer
Two short blasts: To call the attention of the other lifeguard(s)
One long blast & say: Lifeguard In or Missing Swimmer
This means it’s an EMERGENCY! To alert other lifeguard(s) that you are
going to aid a swimmer or there is a missing swimmer and they should act
accordingly.

Accidents and Incidents
Definitions:
Accident
Missing Swimmer
Incident

Drowning

Any minor injury requiring first aid with follow up care.
A person reported missing from the beach or water area.
Any situation that requires action from a guard beyond routine duty and
Minor injuries, any rescue or tot save, or any incident that requires a 911 call
for EMTs or police action.
A water incident that results in a death within 24 hours.

Rescue, Water Incident, or Health/Injury Incident Procedure
1. Signal other guards (when applicable) – one long whistle blast.
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2. Clear the water – One long whistle blast LIFEGUARD IN – this should be done by the second
guard if applicable – emphasize that this is not a drill.
3. Call 911 for all life-threatening conditions (i.e., spinal injuries, severe bleeding, severe allergic
reactions, unconsciousness, breathing emergencies, cardiac emergencies, missing person) – this
can be done by a guard if there is one available; a responsible patron may also call 911 if all
guards are occupied.
4. Attend to the victim and administer first aid – KEEP VICTIM CALM.
5. CONTACT Lifeguard Services Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisor(s) as soon as possible.
Never personally contact a victim’s parents or guardians.
6. STAY WITH THE VICTIM until the proper authorities arrives and takes over.
7. In all situations, WORK AS A TEAM.
8. Keep swimmers out of the water until the situation is stabilized and a guard is in position.
9. Maintain a calm, professional demeanor; calm patrons and onlookers, but avoid conversations.
10. Properly fill out incident report; be objective and report only the facts. Be sure to get victim’s
name, age, address, and telephone number.
11. Incident reports should be turned in to the responding Supervisor. The Supervisor will follow
through with the staff involved, emergency responders, District officials, and the victim/family.
12. Do not act outside your jurisdiction.
13. Do not discuss personal, private, or confidential information with onlookers or the media. Refer
all media to the Lifeguard Supervisor or District Exec. Director of Communications– YOU
SHOULD BE TOO BUSY TO TALK TO THEM!
Note: If a victim refuses to wait for medical help to arrive, do not give medical advice. Simply advise
the victim (or victim’s parents if present) to seek medical attention. The incident report must still be
properly filled out; the victim should sign, as well as witnesses. Report the situation to appropriate
supervisor immediately.

Missing Swimmer Procedure -- Beaches
1. Clear water – one long whistle blast and announce MISSING SWIMMER -- emphasize that
this is not a drill
2. Stay with the Parent or Guardian: DO NOT LET THE PARENT/GUARDIAN LEAVE the
scene until the swimmer has been located – be sure to get missing swimmer’s name, phone,
address, and description of swimmer.
3. Quickly send a group to search toilets, parking lot, playground and surrounding area
4. Call 911 – have an available guard or competent person call 911 if swimmer is not found
immediately (within one minute).
5. Contact the Lifeguard Services Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisor(s) immediately.
6. Form a HUMAN CHAIN – organize underwater search to begin IMMEDIATELY – ask for
competent swimmers to help in search – be aware of their limitations and watch for fatigue.
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7. Have parent/guardian of missing swimmer CALL HOME to make sure the swimmer is not there
8. DO NOT STOP SEARCHING for the missing swimmer until one of the following applies:





Missing swimmer is located
Emergency personnel tell you to stop
Lifeguard Services Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisor(s) tells you to stop
The scene becomes unsafe

What to do when the swimmer is located
1. Administer appropriate first aid
2. Know drowning / accident procedure and apply the appropriate steps
3. Properly fill out Water Incident Report AND Standard Incident Report as needed

Offensive Behavior
Offensive behavior consists of, but is not limited to the following: indecent exposure, threats or acts
of violence, inappropriate touch, or verbal abuse.





Be professional; don’t take anything personally.
Call 911 if you or any patron is in danger. Then contact the Lifeguard Services Coordinator or
Lifeguard Supervisor(s).
Get a description of the person, car license plate, make and color.
Log all situations, even if they don’t warrant a 911 call.

Unruly Behavior
If a patron is breaking beach rules and has ignored warnings, lifeguards may ask him/her to leave the
beach. If the patron refuses to leave the beach, or if he/she becomes violent, or if the safety of others
is at risk, call 911. Call the Lifeguard Services Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisor(s), and log the
incident.

Severe Weather Procedures -- Beaches
Lifeguards are expected to pay attention to the weather. Pay particular attention to hot, humid, hazy or
cloudy days. And check the sky to the west – most of our severe weather comes from the west.
Guards that are given information about possible severe weather by the police or from a radio should
call the Lifeguard Services Coordinator or Lifeguard Supervisor to alert all guards in the area.
Contact a Supervisor if at all in doubt as to how to proceed, or if you have any concerns regarding
incoming severe weather.
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When to Clear the Beach







Police/radio/Lifeguard Services Coordinator/ Lifeguard Supervisors have informed you of severe
incoming weather
A funnel cloud or tornado has been sighted
Lightning has been sighted (stay out of the water for 30 minutes after lightning)
Thunder is heard (stay out of the water for 30 minutes after thunder)
Dangerous/ominous looking clouds are approaching
It starts to rain hard and the wind picks up

After the Beach has been cleared





Instruct patrons to stay out of the water and to seek shelter immediately
Stay away from trees and movable objects
Cars are relatively safe in electrical storms, but not if a funnel cloud has been sighted.
If funnel cloud has been sighted, lie flat in a low area or in a ditch

Note: Lifeguards should be the last the leave the beach if at all possible – if a swimmer refuses to
leave the beach or seek shelter, let the swimmer know that he or she is swimming at their own risk
before seeking shelter.

Severe Weather Procedure -- Pools
Staff should pay particular attention to the weather on days that are hot, humid, hazy or cloudy – keep
the weather radio on. If it’s rainy or there is a thunderstorm, there is no need to clear the indoor pool
unless power is lost in the building.

If notified that a tornado or funnel cloud has been sighted:





Clear the pool immediately.
Report to the severe weather location (on deck locker rooms).
Make sure the pool and lobby have been cleared before seeking shelter.
Do not return to the pool until notification that the emergency is over.

Power Failure -- Pools







Clear the pool immediately – one long whistle blast
Do not panic – the emergency lights will dimly light the pool
A staff member should use a flashlight to search the locker rooms – patrons may get dressed if
there is adequate light – DO NOT ALLOW ANYONE TO REMAIN IN THE POOL AREA.
Lock all doors into the pool after clearing the pool.
Contact a Supervisor and a custodian to alert them of the problem.
If the power is restored, the pool may be reopened at the discretion of the Supervisor on duty
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Fire Procedure -- Pools









Clear the pool immediately.
Direct all patrons to leave the building immediately – exit through the on deck door or through
the main lobby.
At least one guard should walk through the locker rooms to make sure all patrons have evacuated,
if it is safe to do so.
The last guard out of the pool area should lock the doors that lead directly to the pool.
Patrons should group at least 500 yards from the building.
Instructors should keep classes grouped and take attendance to make sure all students are present.
In the case of cold weather, patrons may group by an outside exit and be prepared to exit the
building immediately if the need arises. If the building must be evacuated, attempt to seek shelter
at neighboring houses, keeping class groups together.
A Supervisor should be contacted as soon as possible.

Theft, Vandalism, and Equipment Failure Procedures
Report any theft, vandalism, or equipment failure to the Lifeguard Services Coordinator or Lifeguard
Supervisors immediately. Do not personally contact a city office. The Lead Guard may decide not to
open the beach if the problem may jeopardize the safety of the public (e.g., if the phone is out of
order).

First Aid Log and Incident Reports
Accident and incident reports must be filled out before the guards resume regular duty on the beach.
 All Minnetonka Aquatics incident reports must be turned in to the Supervisor within 24 hours
of the incident.
 If an incident report needs to be filled out please make sure to contact the Lead Guard, who
will contact the Supervisor.
 If a staff member is injured 2 reports must be filled out: Minnetonka Aquatics Incident
Report & the Minnetonka Public School Employee Incident Report.

Conditions that Require Reporting in the First Aid Log (in the Beach Binder)


Any use of first aid equipment from the first aid kit or otherwise (ex: a band aid for a scratch
from the playground slide at Lake Ann).

Conditions that Require a Minnetonka Aquatics Incident Report








A lifeguard gives assistance to anyone in the water (including tot saves)
A lifeguard receives a report of a missing swimmer
A lifeguard is notified of any water-related incident.
Whenever any person is questioned about his or her condition
Whenever a person is examined for injuries, and/or is given any form of first aid (beyond
First Aid Log) by any Minnetonka Aquatics staff person because of any injury, illness, or
accident. This includes victims that may refuse any first aid or advice to seek medical
attention.
Whenever 911 is called.
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PART FIVE
OPENING, CLOSING, AND OPERATING PROCEDURES
Crescent Beach
Hours: 12:00pm – 5:00pm
One guard beach (18+ only)

Directions to beach in Appendix E

Opening Procedure









Pick up the cell phone/keys from Excelsior beach lifeguard office on the way to Crescent (paid 15
minutes extra for driving. The beach must stay open 12 – 5pm).
Lifeguard should be ON DUTY BEFORE NOON
Unlock guard box – remove rescue tube, boat oars and umbrella
Relock the locks so they do not get stolen
Put “on duty” sign up
Unlock and flip boat, position boat with bow in water an oars in position
Clean and rake beach if needed
Walk the beach and dock area to ensure there is no broken glass or garbage on the beach or in the
water.

Operating Procedures Specific to Crescent Beach








Clear water if you must take a break
No pets in the beach area
No bikes on sandy area
No diving from dock
Lifeguard may guard from the guard chair, from the dock, or standing at the water’s edge with a
rescue tube. No guarding from lawn chairs or sitting on the sand.
Crescent Beach is owned by both Tonka Bay and Shorewood – ordinances for both cities apply.
BE FIRM WITH BOAT TRAFFIC – Boats are not allowed to land near the beach to let
swimmers in. Make sure boats stay far enough away from the buoy line.

Closing Procedure






Clear water at 5:00 pm – announce that the lifeguard is now off duty and swimming will be at the
swimmer’s own risk (see Appendix B)
Pull boat to proper position, turn over, lock chain, put oars in guard box, put plug in first aid box
Take “on duty” sign down, lock all equipment in guard box
Before leaving, complete incident log if needed, take stock of first aid supplies, and contact a
Supervisor if more supplies are needed.
Drop cell phone/keys off at Excelsior beach and charge it in the beach office
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Deephaven Main Beach
Hours: 12:00pm – 7:00pm
Four or five guard beach

Directions to beach in Appendix E

Opening Procedure









Opening 18+ guard must stop at MME to get all three Cell phones prior to going to the beach.
(paid 15 minutes extra for driving to pick up)
Opening lifeguard MUST BE ON DUTY BEFORE 12:00 pm
Unlock guard box – remove rescue tube and place chair on the beach
Put “on duty” sign up
Umbrella goes in holder on chair located on the beach
Unlock and flip boat, place bow in waters edge, place oars in oarlocks
Check depth at dock; if water level is lower than 10 ft. diving is not allowed.
Walk the beach and dock area to ensure there is no broken glass or garbage on the beach or in the
water.

Operating Procedures Specific to Deephaven Main Beach








Phone use – a pay phone on south end of beach is for public use, patrons are not allowed to use
guard phone under normal conditions. 911 can be dialed from the pay phone without coins
Bikes should be parked at bike stands
DIVING ALLOWED FROM FAR SIDE OF DOCK ONLY when water depth is 10 feet
No swimming under docks
No swimming out of bounds – patrons are to enter/exit swimming area from beach only
Safety breaks are to be used during busy periods
Swimmers cannot pick up rocks from the bottom and bring them up to the dock.

Guard Positions





1.) Double seat guard chair; NEVER MORE THAN 2 GUARDS IN THE DOUBLE CHAIR.
2.) Chair on dock
3.) Roaming or standing at water’s edge with a rescue tube,
4.) Roaming or in the double chair.
The Lead or 18+ Guard should assign positions and designate rotation plan. If there are two
guards in the two-seater guard chair, they should be watching the water, not conversing.
Lifeguards should guard from the lifeguard chairs whenever there are swimmers in or near the
water. Do not guard from the picnic table or sand.

Closing Procedure






Clear water at 7:00 pm – announce that all lifeguards are now off duty and swimming will be at
the swimmer’s own risk (see Appendix B)
Pull boat to proper position on beach, turn over, lock chain, oars may be chained under boat or be
put in guard box
Take “on duty” sign down, lock all other guard equipment in guard box
Return all 3 phones to MME or to the Supervisor on Duty.
Before leaving, complete incident log (if needed) take stock of first aid supplies and contact a
Supervisor if supplies are needed.
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Excelsior Beach
Hours: 12:00pm – 6:00pm
Four guard beach

Directions to beach in Appendix E

Opening Procedure
 Opening lifeguard should ARRIVE 10 MINUTES BEFORE beginning of shift.
 Open lifeguard room – check for theft
 Open bathhouse-check for theft, check paper dispensers, pick up any obvious debris/garbage
 Check Cell phone for charge and dial tone.
 Bring the following items to beach:
 Phone
 Rescue tube(s)
 First Aid kit
 Megaphone
 Put “on duty” sign up (if applicable)
 Unlock boat, place bow at water’s edge, place oars in oarlocks
 Pick up any obvious debris/garbage
 Walk the beach and dock area to ensure there is no broken glass or garbage on the beach or in the water.
Operating Procedures Specific to Excelsior Beach
 Phone is for guard use only – no personal calls allowed
 Be firm with ALL boat traffic, including wind surfers and jet skis
 No diving from the dock.
 Watch for unsupervised children, this is particular problem at Excelsior Beach due to its residential
location.
 Periodically check the bathhouse throughout the day for debris.
 Keep paper dispensers full. (This is to be done during less busy periods and when opening) (The City of
Excelsior will clean, sweep and mop the bathhouse every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)
 Clean guard room (sweep if needed)
Guard Positions
 1.) In Double guard chair NEVER MORE THAN 2 GUARDS IN THE DOUBLE CHAIR.
2.) Second Guard Chair
3.) Standing at water’s edge or roaming
4.) In the water with a rescue tube, at the water’s edge with a tube, or in the double chair.
 The Lead or 18+ Guard should assign positions and designate rotation plan. If there are two guards in the
two-seater guard chair, they should be watching the water, not conversing.
 Lifeguards should guard from the lifeguard chairs whenever there are swimmers in or near the water. Do
not guard from the picnic table or on the beach.
Closing Procedure
 Clear water at 6:00 pm – announce that all lifeguards are now off duty and swimming will be at the
swimmer’s own risk (see Appendix B).
 Remove “on duty” sign and place in guard room.
 Pull boat to proper position on beach, turn over, lock chain, oars go in guard room.
 Place all equipment in guard room, clean and lock guard room.
 Make sure all three cell phones are returned (Excelsior, Crescent, Wekota)
 Make sure all patrons have left the bathhouse, pick up any obvious debris.
 Flush all urinals and toilets.
 Before leaving, complete incident log (if needed) take stock of first aid supplies and contact the appropriate
Supervisor(s) if supplies are needed.
 Lock both doors – pull on doors to see that they lock.
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Lake Ann Beach
Hours: 11:00am– 6:00pm
Four or five guard beach

Directions to beach in Appendix E

Opening Procedure
 Opening lifeguards should ARRIVE 10 MINUTES BEFORE the shift starts.
 Unlock guardroom and unlock bathrooms
 Bring the following items to the beach:
 Rescue board
 Rescue tubes
 Megaphone
 First aid kit
 Place a rescue tube on end of dock (in corner opposite kiddie land).
 Place a rescue tube at base of middle guard chair, all other equipment goes by picnic table
 Unlock phone – CHECK PHONE FOR DIAL TONE
 Flip boat and place oars in the oarlocks
 Clean up any obvious debris
 Clean guard room – sweep floor, empty trash, wipe off desk and bed.
 Walk the beach and dock area to ensure there is no broken glass or garbage on the beach or in the water.
Operating Procedures Specific to Lake Ann
 Guards should carry appropriate equipment with them based on number of patrons and location of
swimmers
 Guarding from the rescue board may be necessary on busy days
 Encourage small children and their parent/guardians to stay between the dock and buoy line
 Be alert to inexperienced swimmers attempting to swim to the buoys
 No diving from dock
 Do not allow swimmers to enter/exit the swimming area from under the ropes
 Rafts, inner tubes, floating swimsuits etc. are not allowed inside roped swimming area.
 Only small electric motors are allowed on Lake Ann – no other motorized boats are allowed
 Extra safety breaks are to be used during busy periods
 Do not allow glass and alcoholic beverages in the sandy beach area
 KNOW AND UNDERSTAND CHANHASSEN CITY ORDINANCES
 Picnic tables and glass containers are not allowed on the sand
Guard Positions
 1. First guard chair
2. Second guard chair
3. Standing at water’s edge, on a rescue board in the water, or in third guard chair
4. Standing at end of dock and/or using the rescue board
 The Lead or 18+ Guard should assign positions and designate rotation plan.
 Lifeguards should guard from the lifeguard chairs whenever there are swimmers in or near the water. Do
not guard from the picnic table or sand.
Closing Procedure







Clear water at 6:00 pm – announce that all lifeguards are now off duty and swimming will be at the
swimmer’s own risk (see Appendix B)
Pull boat to proper position on beach, turn over, lock and bring oars to guardroom
Lock all other guard equipment in guard room
Lock the phone box
Turn off lights and lock bathrooms
Before leaving complete incident log (if needed) take stock of first aid supplies and contact the appropriate
Supervisor(s) if supplies are needed
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Minnewashta Beach
Hours: 12:00pm – 6:00pm
Three guard beach

Directions to beach in Appendix E

Opening Procedures










Arrive 10 minutes before beach opens
Unlock guard house and bathrooms
Hang “ On Duty” signs
Bring the following items to the guard stand:
 Megaphone
 Rescue tubes
 First Aid Kit
 Cordless phone
 Umbrella
Place a rescue tube at base of each guard chair and all other equipment under the two-seater chair
CHECK PHONE FOR DIAL TONE
Clean up any obvious debris
Walk the beach and dock area to ensure there is no broken glass or garbage on the beach or in the
water.

Operating Procedures Specific to Minnewashta Beach






Dogs should be leashed and are not allowed on the sand
All picnic tables have to stay on the grass
Be firm with boat traffic – boats need to stay away from the buoy line.
Metal Detectors are not allowed- confront anyone using one and ask them to stop – Call Sheriff if
problems occur.
Staff needs to have a guard parking pass displayed on the dashboard – parking passes will be
handed out at first meeting and extras will be located in the guard book

Guard Positions




1.) Middle guard chair NEVER MORE THAN 1 GUARD IN THE DOUBLE CHAIR.
2.) Second guard chair
3.) Third Guard Chair, standing at water’s edge or in the water with a rescue tube.
The Lead or 18+ Guard should assign positions and designate rotation plan.
Lifeguards should guard from the lifeguard chairs whenever there are swimmers in or near the
water. Do not guard from the picnic table or sitting on sand.

Closing Procedures




Clear water at 6:00 pm – announce THE BEACH IS CLOSED (see Appendix B)
Lock all other equipment in the guard room
Before leaving, complete incident log (if needed) take stock of first aid supplies and contact the
appropriate Supervisor(s) if supplies are needed
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Robinson’s Bay Beach
Hours: 12:30pm – 5:00pm
One guard beach (18+ only)

Directions to beach in Appendix E

Opening Procedure







Lifeguard must stop at Deephaven Main to get the Cell Phone and keys (paid a total of 15
minutes extra for driving to pick up and return phone)
Lifeguard must be ON DUTY by 12:30 pm
Unlock guard box – remove rescue tube and phone
Put up “on duty” sign
Place rescue equipment by guard chair
Clean and rake beach if needed

Operating Procedures Specific to Robinson’s Bay Beach







Swimmers may only enter or leave the swimming area from the beach. DO NOT ALLOW
SWIMMERS TO ENTER OR EXIT FROM UNDER THE ROPES.
Clear the water if you must take a safety break
No boats on or near the beach
No diving
Lifeguard may guard from the guard chair on the beach, from the dock, or standing at water’s
edge with a rescue tube. No guarding from lawn chairs or sitting on the sand.
Walk the beach and dock area to ensure there is no broken glass or garbage on the beach or in the
water.

Closing Procedure





Clear water at 5:00 pm – announce that the lifeguard is now off duty and swimming will be at the
swimmer’s own risk (see Appendix B)
Take “on duty” sign down; lock all equipment in guard box.
Before leaving, complete incident log if needed. Take stock of first aid supplies, and contact the
appropriate Supervisor(s) if supplies are needed.
Return Cell Phone and Keys to Deephaven Main.
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Sandy Beach
Hours: 12:30pm – 5:00pm
One guard beach (18+ only)

Directions to beach in Appendix E

Opening Procedure







Lifeguard must stop at Deephaven Main to get the Cell Phone and keys (paid a total of 15
minutes extra for driving to pick up and return phone)
Lifeguard must be ON DUTY by 12:30 pm
Unlock guard box – remove rescue tube and phone
Put up “on duty” sign
Place rescue equipment by guard chair
Clean and rake beach if needed

Operating Procedures Specific to Robinson’s Bay Beach







Swimmers may only enter or leave the swimming area from the beach. DO NOT ALLOW
SWIMMERS TO ENTER OR EXIT FROM UNDER THE ROPES.
Clear the water if you must take a safety break
No boats on or near the beach
No diving
Lifeguard may guard from the guard chair on the beach, standing on the dock with a rescue tube,
or standing at water’s edge with a rescue tube. No guarding from lawn chairs or sitting on the
sand.
Walk the beach and dock area to ensure there is no broken glass or garbage on the beach or in the
water.

Closing Procedure






Clear water at 5:00 pm – announce that the lifeguard is now off duty and swimming will be at
the swimmer’s own risk (see Appendix B)
Unplug phone and place in blue box inside guard box.
Take “on duty” sign down; lock all equipment in guard box.
Before leaving, complete incident log if needed. Take stock of first aid supplies, and contact the
appropriate Supervisor(s) if supplies are needed.
Return Cell Phone and Keys to Deephaven Main.
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Waconia beach
Hours: 12:00pm – 6:00pm
Three guard beach

Directions to beach in Appendix E

Opening Procedures










Opening lifeguards should ARRIVE 10 MINUTES BEFORE the shift starts.
Unlock guard house
Hang “ On Duty” signs
Bring the following items to the guard stand:
 Megaphone
 Rescue tubes
 First Aid Kit
 Cell phone
 Umbrellas
Place a rescue tube at base of each guard chair, all other equipment goes by picnic table
CHECK PHONE FOR DIAL TONE
Clean up any obvious debris
Walk the beach and dock area to ensure there is no broken glass or garbage on the beach or in the
water.

Operating Procedures Specific to Waconia beach





Community Ed group comes throughout the week- check the binder for the schedule.
Dogs must be on leashes and are not allowed on the sand.
Be firm with boat traffic – boats need to stay away from the buoy line.
Staff needs to have a guard parking pass displayed on the dashboard – parking passes will be
handed out at first meeting and extras will be located in the guard book

Guard Positions




1.) Double guard chair NEVER MORE THAN 1 GUARD IN THE DOUBLE CHAIR.
2.) Second guard chair or standing at water’s edge with a rescue tube,
3.) In the kayak, or standing in the water with a rescue tube.
The Lead or 18+ Guard should assign positions and designate rotation plan.
Lifeguards should guard from the lifeguard chairs whenever there are swimmers in or near the
water. Do not guard from the picnic table.

Closing Procedures





Clear water at 6:00 pm – announce THE BEACH IS CLOSED (see Appendix B)
Lock all other equipment in the guard room
Before leaving, complete incident log (if needed) take stock of first aid supplies and contact the
appropriate Supervisor(s) if supplies are needed
Charge cell phone in the guard room.
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Wayzata Beach
Hours: 12:00pm – 6:00pm
Two guard beach

Directions to beach in Appendix E

Opening Procedure











Opening lifeguards should ARRIVE 10 MINUTES BEFORE the shift starts.
Unlock guard room – with the key fob
Turn on lights
Put “on duty” sign on the back of each guard chair
Bring the following items to the beach:
*Rescue tubes
*Megaphone
*First Aid Kit
*Cordless Phone
CHECK PHONE FOR DIAL TONE
Clean up any obvious debris
Walk the beach and dock area to ensure there is no broken glass or garbage on the beach or in the
water.

Operating Procedures Specific to Wayzata Beach




Park along the green wall/rail road tracks – do not park in the parking permit area unless you have
a Wayzata parking permit
Pets on leash are allowed on the grass, but not on the sand
Bathhouse is on a time lock system, periodically check the bathhouse for debris

Guard Positions





1.) First Guard Chair
2.) Second guard chair or standing at water’s edge with a rescue tube.
The Lead or 18+ Guard should assign positions and designate a rotation plan.
Lifeguards should guard from the lifeguard chairs whenever there are swimmers in or near the
water.
Rotate guard positions regularly. Guard rotation should be done in a systematic manner –
remember to continue to guard while rotating. The Lead Guard should designate rotation schedule
and announce rotations.

Closing Procedure




Clear water at 6:00pm – announce THE BEACH IS CLOSED (see Appendix B)
Lock all other equipment in the guard room
Before leaving, complete incident log (if needed) take stock of first aid supplies and contact the
appropriate Supervisor(s) if supplies are needed
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Wekota Park Beach
Hours: 12:00pm– 5:00pm
One guard beach (18+ only)

Directions to beach in Appendix E

Opening Procedure









Pick up the cell phone/keys from Excelsior beach lifeguard office on the way to Wekota (paid 15
minutes extra for driving to pick up and return beach must stay open 12 – 5pm).
Lifeguard should be ON DUTY BEFORE NOON.
Unlock guard box – remove rescue tube, boat oars and umbrella
Relock the locks so they do not get stolen
Put “on duty” sign up
Unlock and flip boat, position boat with bow in water and oars in position
Clean and rake beach if needed
Walk the beach and dock area to ensure there is no broken glass or garbage on the beach or in the
water.

Operating Procedures Specific to Wekota Park






BE FIRM WITH BOAT TRAFFIC
Clear the water if you must take a break
No pets allowed in the beach area – this includes grassy area
Watch out for UNSUPERVISED CHILDREN
Do not allow people to deface the flowers in any manner

Guard Position
Guard chair or standing at water’s edge with a rescue tube. No guarding from lawn chairs or sitting on
the sand.

Closing Procedure







Clear water at 5:00pm – announce that the lifeguard is now off duty and swimming will be at the
swimmer’s own risk (see Appendix B)
Pull boat into proper position, turn over, lock the boat
Place oars in the box
Take “on duty” sign off, lock all equipment in guard box,
Before leaving complete log (if needed), take stock of supplies and contact a Supervisor if needed
Drop cell phone/keys off at Excelsior beach and charge it in the beach office.
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Pools - Minnetonka Middle School East and West
Lifeguard Opening Procedure





All staff are required to be at the pool 10 MINUTES before their scheduled shift
Turn on pool lights
Unlock equipment room (if needed); bring out kickboards, etc.,
Inspect all rescue equipment, rewind ring buoys if needed

**Note: Patrons will arrive on time; it is important that all staff members are in uniform and ready at
the scheduled times.

Operating Procedures Specific to Pools







9-911 must be dialed from pool phones in an emergency (located in on-deck pool office)
Never leave the pool unattended.
Strictly enforce all safety rules
Do not let patrons use equipment that is not the property of Minnetonka Aquatics
Patrons may use the phone to call home – phone calls are to be brief
Walk pool deck, checking the bathroom at least every 15 minutes

Closing Procedure







Allow patrons at least 15 minutes to shower and change
All garbage goes in garbage can, pop cans go in plastic recycling bucket (if recycling is full,
dump in recycling dumpsite in parking lot)
Turn off pool lights (unless pool will be shortly after)
Check locker rooms, turn off all showers, pick up debris, flush toilets, turn off lights,
Place all equipment in appropriate places, all chairs go in office
make sure it is clean pool deck closet

**Note: Do not leave the premise if there are children waiting for a ride (especially at night) –
children may call their parents to ensure they are on their way. Do not give anyone a ride in your car;
guards/instructors are responsible for all patrons.
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Appendix A -- Explorer’s Club Policy
The following policies are to be adhered to by the Explorer’s Club staff. Lifeguards are expected to
treat Explorers Club members with respect. Contact a Supervisor if any problems should arise that are
out of lifeguard jurisdiction.
1. Children may swim only with a certified lifeguard on duty
2. Trips to the beach will be staffed on a 1:20 staff/child ratio
3. Each Explorer’s Club staff member will be responsible for a certain number of children; they
must know the whereabouts of the children in their group at all times and watch them while in the
water.
4. Children must be paired using the buddy system – buddy checks must be done at least every ½
hour.
5. A missing child must be reported immediately – the missing swimmer plan is to be activated by
the lifeguards on duty in this situation
6. Children must ask permission to go to the restroom – a child must take their assigned buddy with
them – children must inform a staff member when they return from the restroom
7. Shoes must be worn when not on the sandy beach area or in the water
8. Children must remain within their site boundaries (both on the beach and in the water)
9. Children may not go deeper than arm-pit depth.
10. At the first sign of bad weather Explorer’s Club children must leave the beach to seek shelter.
11. Explorer’s Club children are to be courteous and respectful to the lifeguards/instructors and other
beach patrons.

Appendix B – -- Beach Closing Announcement
Make sure to close the beach at the designated time (not before).
Clear the water – one long whistle blast continue with the closing procedures
Wait for everyone to come out of the water and up onto the sand.
Using the megaphone, inform the patrons using the following statement: Thank you for
swimming at ___ Beach, The Beach is now closed for the night and lifeguards are off duty.
Any further swimming will be at your own risk.

Appendix C -- First Aid Kit Contents








Gloves
Triangular Bandage
Roller Gauze
Ace bandage
Pocket Mask
Sterile Pad 3X3
Gauze sponges









Sterile pads 2X2
Tape
Cotton balls
Antiseptic towelette
Steri- Strips
Scissors
Bee Sting Swabs
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Band-Aids
-small
-large
-Butterfly
Tongue depressor
Ice packs

Appendix D
Lifeguard Performance Appraisal
Name of employee:___________________________________________ Date: ________________
Job title: ___________________________________________________________
Please rate the employee’s work performance in each of area using the following rating scale. Written
comments are required for any category rated a 1 or 2. Comments for categories rated 3-5 are not required but
are encouraged.
5.

Highly exceeds expectations by consistently and effectively demonstrating mastery of skill/responsibility.

4.

Moderately exceeds expectations by frequently demonstrating mastery of skill/responsibility.

3.

Satisfactorily meets expectations by demonstrating a working knowledge of skill/responsibility.

2.

Working toward meeting expectations for skill/responsibility as described in comments.

1.

Does not meet expectations for skill/responsibility. Improvement plan is described in comments.

Interactions with Co-workers and the Public
____ Enforces beach rules consistently and courteously, and with tact.
____ Greets patrons pleasantly without engaging in distracting or inappropriate conversations
____ Communicates positively and effectively with Lead Guards and Supervisors.
____ Completes effective paperwork and reports.
____ Interacts with co-workers positively and appropriately.
____ Respects confidentiality.
Comments:
Professionalism
____ Wears proper uniform at all times.
_____Removes or covers up uniform when on break
____ has positive attitude.
____ has professional demeanor at all times.
____ Accepts feedback from Lead Guards, Supervisors, and beach patrons.
_____Is friendly and courteous to patrons, but does not engage in distracting conversations.
____ Demonstrates ability to work independently.
Comments:
Performance of Job Responsibilities
____ Demonstrates attentive, alert, active guarding; constantly scans the water in his/her area
_____Demonstrates readiness for responding
____ Guards from designated guard stations.
_____Does not congregate or chat with other guards while on duty
_____Guards effectively during rotations
_____Demonstrates understanding of responsibilities, guidelines, and emergency skills
_____Performs emergency skills effectively
_____Enforces beach safety rules professionally
____ Demonstrates excellent judgment.
____ Follows lifeguard policies and procedures.
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Rescue and First Aid Skills
____ demonstrates excellent rescue skills and judgment during trainings.
____ demonstrates excellent first aid and CPR skills and knowledge.
____ Able to function effectively under pressure.
____ Demonstrates effective leadership during an emergency.
Comment:
Dependability
____ Maintains excellent attenance.
____ Participates in trainings and staff meetings.
____ arrives at work on time (5 minutes before shift begins).
____ Demonstrates willingness to sub for co-workers.
Comments:
Instruction Skills
____ comes to lessons prepared.
____ demonstrates effective instructional skills.
____ Interacts positively with students and engages them in the lesson.
____ Communicates positively and effectively with parents.
____ has positive, enthusiastic attitude.
Comments:
Supervisor’s Summary of Employee’s Strengths
and Contributions:
Employee’s Overall Response:
Supervisor’s Recommendations for Development
Opportunities:
Supervisor’s Overall Summary:
Signature of Supervisor___________________________________________ Date_______________
Signature of Employee___________________________________________ Date_______________
Signature of employee does not mean agreement, but confirms that the employee has discussed the report with
his or her supervisor.
Please provide the employee with a copy of this completed appraisal. The original should be sent to Robyn
Klinker in Human Resources for placement in the employee’s file.
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Minnetonka Lifeguard Spot Check Form
*Observer may not leave the site
without correcting any safety items.
This must be done by talking to the
Lifeguard and the Lead Lifeguard.

Lifeguard: _____________
Observer: ______________
Date: _______ Time: _____

Upon completion of the form, please
turn original form into the
Lifeguard and First Aid Coordinator
within 48 hours.

Lifeguard’s Position
Elevated in Chair
Walking

Standing

Communication

Other: ______________

Was the Lifeguard
communicating effectively?

Scanning
If no, what was missing?

YES

LG was not actively scanning
LG was not visibly scanning
the surface of the water
LG was not scanning entire area
of responsibility with each scan
LG did not maintain
scanning during each
rotation until the next guard
has begun scanning
LG had an obstructed view
Due to person
Due to environment
Due to equipment

Rules were enforced effectively
(Supervisor should scan
Lifeguard’s area of responsibility
for at least 1 minute, and observe
what rules were being enforced.)
Broken Rules: (If any…)
 ________________
 ________________
 ________________

Secondary Task/Distractions
Was the Lifeguard distracted
with any secondary task while on
scanning duty?

Professional Appearance
YES

NO

YES

If no, what was missing?

Equipment pick-up
Eating
Reading/Writing
Left Chair
Adjusting Radio
Playing with uniform, whistle, etc.
Other: __________________
Other: __________________

LG was not Alert & Rescue ready

Inattentive/Distracted
Slouching/Lounging
Extended Conversation _______

YES

(How Long)

LG Spot Check #

NO

1

2

3

(Circle the one that applies)

If no, what was missing?
Swimsuit

NO

If yes, what task?

LG was not standing or sitting
attentively with feet planted

Wearing Uniform

NO

*Additional comment may be
added to the back side of form.

Rescue Tube

Minnetonka Aquatics T-shirt
Signature ________________________

Whistle
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Minnetonka Aquatics Lifeguard Audit Form
Name of Beach: _____________________________________

Date: ______________

Supervisor conducting the Audit: _____________________________________________
Lifeguard Working: ________________________________________________________


Preparation



Skills



Accountability



Professionalism



Teamwork



Communication

(circle how many stars)
(Is the LG prepared and rescue ready when working a shift?)
Comment:

(circle how many stars)
(LG utilizes good scanning, know rotations, show good rescue skills, and knows the EAP)
Comment:

(circle how many stars)
(LG attends in-services on a regular basis and arrives at work on-time)
Comment:

(circle how many stars)
(LG is in uniform, rescue ready with rescue tube on, positive attitude, treats patrons with
tact)
Comment:

(circle how many stars)
(Treats co-workers positively and with tact, works as part of a team, knows role in EAP)
Comment:

(circle how many stars)
(Enforces policies constantly/courteously, helps patron w/o being distracted, respects
confidentiality)
Comment:

Observer Signature: ____________________________________________________
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Appendix E

Beach Directions
Wayzata: Take highway 101 North past Gray’s Bay. Left at the stop light onto Shady Ln.
Go over the train tracks and follow Lake St. through downtown Wayzata. Left on Grove Ln,
over the tracks again. Beach is on the other side of the parking lot.
Robinson’s Bay- (18+) From highway 7, take Vine Hill Road north, Vine Hill turns into
Minnetonka Blvd. Take Mtka Blvd all the way to the stop sign and go left onto Northome
Rd. Take the second right onto Robinson’s Bay Rd, and the beach is straight ahead.
Deephaven Main: From highway 7, take Vine Hill Road north, Vine Hill turns into
Minnetonka Blvd. Take a left onto Park Ave (you’ll see a white fence). Follow Park as it
makes a sharp right turn, becoming Deephaven Ave. Take the first left onto Lake Ave, and
the beach is straight ahead.
Sandy (18+): From highway 7, take Vine Hill Road north. Just after you go over the bridge,
take a left onto Minnetonka Blvd. Fork right onto Cottagewood Ave. Follow Cottagewood
and take a left onto Northern Rd (just after the Cottagewood Store). The beach is straight
ahead.
Excelsior: From highway 7, turn onto County Rd 19 (Oak St.) Take the first right onto Water
Street. Follow Water through downtown Excelsior, and take a left onto Lake St. The beach is
on the other side of the tennis courts. (Free street parking is available further down Lake, or
on 1st street, which is a 1 way).
Crescent (18+): From Excelsior, take County Rd 19 all the way past Country Club Lanes.
Just after Manitou Park on your left, take a left onto Pleasant Ave. Go through the swamp,
then right onto Birch Bluff Rd, the beach is straight ahead.
Wekota(18+): From Excelsior, take County Rd 19 past Manitou Park. Just before 19 makes
a huge left turn, take a gradual right onto Tonka Bay Rd. Go left onto West Point Rd, the
beach will be on the right.
Lake Ann: From Excelsior, head south on Mill St. Mill will turn into Powers Blvd. At the
first stop light, take a right onto W. 78th Street. Turn right into the park, and the beach is at
the north end (look for the pavilion). From highway 5, get off on Audubon Rd. (across from
Prince’s old recording studio). Take a quick right, and the park is on the left.
Minnewashta: The park entrance is on highway 41 between highways 5 and 7. Go through
the gate and follow the dirt road to your left, go past all the parks, the beach is at the end of
this road.
Waconia: From highway 7, head south on highway 41. Take a right onto highway 5. You’ll
be on 5 for about 9 miles, and then take a right onto Paradise Ln. Take the next right, and the
gate house will be on your left.
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Minnetonka Aquatic Center (MME Pool)
Address: 17000 Lake Street Extention, Minnetonka MN 55345
Minnetonka West Middle School (MMW Pool)
Address: 6421 Hazeltine Blvd, Excelsior MN 55331
Pre-Season Training – Mound-Westonka High School (end of May & first week in June)
Mound Westonka High School: 5905 Sunnyfield Road East, Minnetrista MN 55364
Please use the Student Entrance door right off the court yard.
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Appendix F

Sample Incident Report
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44

Preform Rescue
Extricate & position
victim
Begin emergency care
• Provide CPR/AED if needed

Continue Emergency
Care (AED) and monitor
victim






Clear the pool and send
patrons to safe location
away from incident
Secure the area
Assist Lifeguard # 1 as
needed

Make sure EMS has
been called
Meet the EMS
Bring the EMS to the
victim
Contact Beach
Supervisiors

Lifeguard # 4

Activate EAP

Lifeguard # 3

Recognize victim

Emergency Action Plan (EAP) overall picture

Lifeguard # 2

Lifeguard # 1

Appendix G

get emergency
equipment as needed
• First aid kit
• backboard
• AED

Help Lifeguard # 1 or
Lifeguard # 2 as
needed

Any additional staff responding should remain to assist as needed
Keep assisting the victim until EMS takes over
Make sure the incident/accident report is filled out
Return to duty as soon as fit to do so
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Lifeguard Safety Contract
1.

Any pool or waterfront that has people in it on its deck, or is not locked and secured will be actively guarded by at least one
qualified Minnetonka Aquatics lifeguard or Aquatics coach.

2.

Lifeguards should guard from their appointed stations whenever swimmers are in or near the water, until scheduled for rotation
or a safety break. Guards should not congregate or visit while on duty.

3.

Lifeguards will never guard from a standard height chair or sitting at ground level. Guards should be in guard chairs, standing
on the dock or at water’s edge, or in a boat or on a rescue board in the water.

4.

Lifeguards will maintain a professional appearance by actively scanning from an elevated chair or platform or standing
patrolling at the edge of the water. Lifeguards will always be alert, and actively scan the water and beach areas. Do not “lounge”
while on duty.

5.

Lifeguards will actively scan their entire area of responsibility every 10 seconds, even if swimmers are only in a portion of the
area. The scanning should produce constant awareness of presence and activity on and below the water surface, on the water
bottom, and on the beach or pool deck.

6.

Lifeguards will not compromise their scanning activity by ancillary (assigned) duties or extraneous (elected) activities. This
includes use of any electronic devices, reading, sleeping, eating and extended conversations while on active duty.

7.

Lifeguards will position themselves so they can reach any area of their responsibility within 10 seconds.

8.

Lifeguards will position themselves so that their view of the water is not compromised by glare or other obstructions.

9.

All staff are prohibited from possessing, using, abusing, or distributing tobacco, alcohol, or controlled substances while on
duty, while on school property, or at any district event. This includes conversations about parties and events while on duty.

10. Lifeguards will be courteous with patrons, but avoid unnecessary visiting.
11. Lifeguards will know and enforce all city ordinances relating to the beach when possible and contact the police or an Aquatics
Supervisor if needed for assistance.
12. Lifeguards have the authority to temporarily suspend a patron’s swimming privileges if appropriate. In extreme situations,
patron(s) may be asked to leave the beach area.
13. Lifeguards will refer a patron to the appropriate Supervisor(s) if a problem develops that is beyond the jurisdiction of a lifeguard.
14. Lifeguards must attend all in-service trainings scheduled once a week.
15. Audits will be conducted by the Supervision team on a regular basis at all of the pools and beaches managed by Minnetonka
Aquatics.
16. During lifeguard change/rotations, lifeguards will maintain scanning of their area of responsibility.

I, __________________________ hereby state that I have been given a copy of the Minnetonka Aquatics
Lifeguard Policy and Procedure Manual. I understand that as a Minnetonka Aquatics Lifeguard, I am
responsible for knowing and understanding this procedure manual and abiding by the Lifeguard Expectations
and Guidelines. I also know and understand that I will be evaluated based on the policies and procedures within
the Minnetonka Aquatics Lifeguard Policies and Procedures manual. By signing this form, I state that have had
the opportunity to review this manual with a member of the Lifeguard Management team, and understand that I
will be held responsible for this information.
Printed Name: ____________________________________________

Signature: ________________________________________________________Date: ____________________
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